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MISSION STATEMENT
To promote diverse artistic expression within the community reflecting our heritage and spirit for
future generations.
MEETING REQUIREMENTS
Oneida Nation Arts Board meets three times per quarter. The Committee is allowed to call
special and/or emergency meetings as needed.
Stipends: $0.00
Meeting Expense: $0.00
MEETING DATES:
January 21, 2014
January 24, 2014
February 4, 2014
March 25, 2014
MINUTES
Approved minutes attached for: January 21, 24
Board Chair Update
One of the main functions of ONAB is to manage the re-granting program, Dollars for Arts. For
15 years, ONAB has provided grants to community groups and artists working in the Oneida
community. In the last year, we have also begun working on the SEEDS program, a state-wide
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initiative, funded from the Indian gaming compact dollars, to provide schools around Wisconsin
with grants to bring quality Native artist educators into the classroom. This work gives ONAB
the ability to see continued progress in Native arts and culture our community. From our
observations, we have noticed the growth of not for profit activities in the community. With that
growth there is a need for more volunteers and board members. ONAB hosted a special meeting
with the emerging not for profit organizations to discuss their needs and ideas for recruiting more
volunteers. ONAB will continue to focus efforts in creating marketing, support/training, and
recognition for a volunteer program.
Program Update
- Yukhika: The Writer’s Journal continues to evolve. A new team, including Sherrole
Benton as managing director and Ryan Winn as acting editor, have put together a plan for
developing the journal for greater distribution and networking for Native writers in
Wisconsin.
- Special Project: Stuart Pimsler Dance and Theatre troupe presented a 2 day workshop at
the Civic Center for Oneida children. The experience was very well received.
- SEEDS Artists: A new troupe of Iroquois singing and dancing in the schools presented
their first residency in Shawano. The troupe saw over 400 kindergartens to 3rd graders,
teaching them how to dance and sing.
New Business
 20th Anniversary Celebration of ONAP.
Old Business
 Volunteerism in Oneida – How can the Arts Board encourage, support, and help.
 SEEDS Policies
Upcoming Events in the Program
Music from Our Culture:
June 8
Performance at NATOW conference
Thoughts:
In Support of Art as Alternate Non-Violent Means of Expression
"We humans have the capacity to express ourselves, deeply and completely, through Art in the
most sublime ways possible. Even if that expression challenges us, it reflects the artist and it
reflects us. How we interpret and come to understand these expressions is part of our collective
evolution." Kimann Schultz, Author, Illustrator; President, Fashion Arts Society IMA
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/kimann-schultz/in-support-of-art-as-alte_b_4479001.html
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